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Book Review: Phoenix from the Ashes 
 

Much Catholic media attention has been 

given to the 2017 book The Dictator Pope, 

written by British historian Henry Sire under 

the pseudonym Marcantonio Colonna. It was 

one of a number of books published over the 

past two years critical of the current 

pontificate. Somewhat eclipsed by this book 

was Sire’s previous book, Phoenix from the 

Ashes: The Making, Unmaking, and 

Restoration of Catholic Tradition, published 

in 2015. It is appropriate to devote some attention to this 

publication, especially during Holy Week, as the book describes 

what might be thought of as a Passion of the Church. 

A good portion of the book is devoted to esoteric and distant 

history, which won’t be of interest to every reader, yet which 

establishes Sire’s grasp of the various epochs in which the Church 

has existed. To this reviewer less interested in academic history, 

the book really picks up steam when it describes the pontificate of 

Pope Leo XIII and onward. 

A tremendous amount has been written over the past fifty years 

about the work of Archbishop Annibale Bugnini, the architect of 

the New Rite of Mass. In this book, however, previously not well-

known details are presented about how Bugnini operated, how he 

manipulated his colleagues, his superiors, and to some extent Pope 

Paul VI to achieve his objective of a dramatically different Mass 

experience for the Catholic faithful. Two paragraphs summarize 

the evidence presented succinctly: 

“In the introduction of the new rite, Msgr. Bugnini, confident in the 
favour of the pope, again showed his astounding contempt for legal 
process. He had shown the text of the Mass, together with the instruction 
that preceded it, to the pope, who told him to submit the instruction to 
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, while he himself would 
examine the rite. Msgr. Bugnini simply disobeyed the order, and when the 
constitution Missale Romanum was submitted to the pope the latter signed 
it without reading the General Instruction. This doctrinal statement 
discarded the traditional eucharistic teaching and presented the Mass as a 
supper, a memorial, a meeting of the faithful. The betrayal of doctrine 
provoked reaction from those who had not yet despaired of orthodoxy. A 
Critical Study composed by a number of theologians was presented to the 
pope in September 1969 by Cardinals Ottaviani and Bacci, objecting on 
twenty-seven counts to the new rite and especially its doctrinal prologue. 
Pope Paul VI was informed of Msgr. Bugnini’s act of disobedience and the 
scandal it caused, and when he heard it was seen by Cardinal Journet to 
weep with shame and anger. As a result of the intervention, the General 
Instruction, though already issued with the pope’s signature, was 
withdrawn and amended to reaffirm the orthodox doctrine of the Mass. 
The rite itself remained unreformed and came into use in the ecclesiastical 
year 1969-70. 

… 

The story of how the liturgical revolution was put through is one that 
hampers the historian by its very enormity; he would wish, for his own 
sake, to have a less unbelievable tale to tell. The partisanship in choice of 

agents, the contempt for law and consultation, the blind support given by 
Paul VI despite every abuse, the silencing of the Church’s official 
organisms for the liturgy, the spirit of conflict in which the reform of the 
most sacred possession of the faithful was carried out, the advance of 
irreverence and impiety, the prompt discarding of principles that had been 
declared essential only a few years before, the discrediting and sudden 
departure of both the men to whom Paul VI had entrusted the reform of 
the liturgy, all these challenge belief. Moderation seems to demand 
rejection of such a story; but moderation is the wrong lens through which 
to judge immoderate events. That the reform of the Church’s liturgical life 
should have been bound up with such violations seems too hard to accept, 
but it can be explained by two facts: the first is the initial decision of Paul 
VI to hand over the reform to the most extreme wing of liturgical 
iconoclasts, and the second is the background of Modernist clamour that 
existed at the time. However they chose to act, the pope and his nominees 
needed never to fear criticism for actions that made for change, but only 
for laggardness in promoting it. This noisy chorus, claiming to be the voice 
of the faithful, represented a milieu filled with arrogance toward the sacred 
and towards Christian tradition. At their demand the religious treasure 
house of centuries was destroyed, while the ordinary laity, under the flood 
of innovation, lapsed from the Church in their millions. One day it will be 
necessary for the Church to study with honesty the way in which its 
liturgical heritage was done away with and to pass the judgment that it has 
pronounced in the past on grave deviations from its true nature and duty.” 

One would have to do a fair amount of sleuthing to find objective 

evidence contrary to Sire’s. Those who defend the Ordinary Form 

usually cite a vague Vatican II / people’s drive for these changes 

but fail to acknowledge the protocol-defying means and 

intellectually questionable engine driving the Consílium, the 

Vatican body charged with creating the New Mass. Has anyone 

actually been a true, objective apologist for Bugnini and his 

methods? With the benefit of fifty years of hindsight, we must 

judge the new liturgy by its fruits. Meanwhile the Traditional 

Mass – resurgent in the midst of amazing opposition – continues 

to gain ground and speak to younger as well as older generations. 

Sire’s book goes on to document the decline in orthodoxy 

following Vatican II, then becomes optimistic as it describes the 

resurgence of tradition which many readers of this column 

observe and live every week.  

Tridentine Masses This Coming Week 

Tue. 04/16 7:00 PM: Low Mass at Holy Name of Mary, Windsor 

(Tuesday in Holy Week) 

Thu. 04/18 7:00 PM: High Mass at Oakland County Latin Mass 

Association/Academy of the Sacred Heart Chapel, Bloomfield 

Hills (Holy Thursday) 

Sat. 04/20 8:00 PM: High Mass at OCLMA/Academy (Easter 

Vigil) 

Fri. 04/19 1:30 PM: Chanted Service at OCLMA/Academy (Good 

Friday) 

Fri. 04/19 5:30 PM: Chanted Service at Holy Name of Mary 

(Good Friday) 

Sat. 04/20: No Mass at Miles Christi 

Sat. 04/20 8:00 PM: High Mass at OCLMA/Academy (Easter 

Vigil) 

Sun. 04/21: No Mass at OCLMA/Academy 
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